Dear Eleanor and Kelli,

Similar to other communities in Los Angeles County, and across the country, the City of Los Angeles lacks sufficient affordable housing and emergency shelter to meet the needs of individuals experiencing homelessness. Without access to affordable housing and emergency shelter, homeless persons in Los Angeles reside in public and private outdoor spaces, leaving them vulnerable to a seemingly growing and alarming trend of anti-homeless vigilantism and abuse in California.

As Los Angeles has failed to develop and implement constructive solutions to remedy the city’s unsheltered homeless crisis, fatigued groups of private citizens have engaged in anti-homeless intimidation, harassment, and violence in an effort to displace homeless individuals from shared public space. Reports we have received throughout the state indicate that private groups - ostensibly organized around protecting public safety - often work in concert with local governmental actors, such as police, to intimidate, harass, or physically remove homeless people.

1 The Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority’s *Homeless Count 2017 Report* notes that around 34,189 people experienced homelessness on any given night in 2017; 74% of the 2017 homeless population was unsheltered and only 26% was sheltered. Per *Tent City, USA: The Growth of America’s Homeless Encampments and How Communities are Responding*, a report from the National Law Center on Homelessness and Poverty, California had the highest number of reported homeless encampments in 2017, further demonstrating the lack of affordable housing and emergency shelter available to homeless individuals in the state.

2 *No Safe Street: A Survey of Hate Crimes and Violence Committed Against Homeless People in 2014 & 2015*, a report from the National Coalition for the Homeless, reports that the National Coalition for the Homeless has documented “1,650 acts of violence against homeless individuals by housed perpetrators over the past 17 years (1999-2015).” Of the documented attacks, the majority—334—have taken place in California.
and their property from public view. For example, private groups of individuals may partner with local law enforcement to evict a homeless encampment from public space without due process of law. Moreover, these private citizens often escape any punishment for their harassing, discriminatory, or even violent conduct because local law enforcement consistently fails to act upon complaints from homeless people and their advocates.

Los Angeles is a place where vigilante activity against homeless people has been documented and reported, but to no avail. Homeless persons complaints about this activity have been ignored or insufficiently addressed, despite the City of Los Angeles’ stated interest in protecting homeless individuals from undue abuse. Indeed, the Los Angeles County Human Relations Commission is dedicated to addressing “divisive attitudes that can lead to inter-cultural tension, hate crimes and related violence” against vulnerable groups, including the homeless population. Therefore, we seek an investigation into the potential civil and human rights violations of homeless people in Los Angeles described below.

1. Potential Cyberharassment and Cyberstalking of Homeless Persons by Crimebusters Transient Homeless Encampments and Crimebusters of West Hills and Woodland Hills Members

Residents of the City of Los Angeles navigate one of the most challenging rental housing environments in the country, and many individuals are too poor to afford permanent housing. Los Angeles also lacks sufficient emergency shelter to support those facing homelessness. Without access to affordable housing and emergency shelter, homeless individuals resort to residing in public and private outdoor spaces. Private citizens fatigued by a lack of governmental response to the city’s unsheltered homeless crisis have formed anti-homeless vigilante groups to facilitate the displacement of homeless people from the community. Such anti-homeless vigilante groups include the Crimebusters Transient Homeless Encampments (“CTHE”) and Crimebusters of West Hills and Woodland Hills (“CWHWH”) groups.

---

3 Recognizing that the homeless are “particularly vulnerable, and often avoid contact with law enforcement,” the Commission has established the Homeless Victim Data Project to “build a comprehensive data collection system that will ultimately provide the detailed information necessary to better understand and address crimes against homeless individuals.”

4 According to the Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority’s Homeless Count 2017 Report, the “median rents for existing housing stock has risen faster than median income over the last 25 years,” leaving a large portion of vacant housing units unaffordable for many individuals in Los Angeles. In fact, Tent City, USA: The Growth of America's Homeless Encampments and How Communities are Responding, a report from the National Law Center on Homelessness and Poverty, reports that a majority of California renters “pay more than 30 percent of their income on rent, and nearly one third pay more than 50 percent, increasing their risk of housing insecurity and eviction.”

5 https://www.facebook.com/groups/2036526946631611/

6 https://www.facebook.com/groups/WHWHCS/
CTHE and CWHWH are Facebook-based communities comprised mostly of residents from neighborhoods in the San Fernando Valley, including West Hills, Woodland Hills, Canoga Park, and Winnetka. As of June 26, 2018, CTHE, established in 2017, has 2,706 members, and CWHWH, established in 2016, has 9,632 members.

The shared mission of the online forums is to “make our neighborhoods a safer place to live and help protect each other.” To actualize the goal of fortifying community safety and general wellbeing, the forums function as spaces for crowdsourcing crime-related news. CTHE and CWHWH assist “residents and community members in having one central place” to share photographic and videographic evidence of suspicious activity and criminal acts. While the forums’ purported objective of increasing community security is arguably benign, the forums’ actual function is to facilitate anti-homeless cyberharassment and cyberstalking, and/or the use of electronic communication to annoy, threaten, or harass.

Several of the posts and discussion threads on CTHE and CWHWH discuss homelessness as a nuisance and threat to community safety, leading to the digital humiliation, taunting, shaming, and derision of homeless persons:

- Members have discussed using extreme means for punishing or displacing homeless persons: In a CTHE discussion thread from March 2018, a member discusses the idea of installing battering rams on vehicles to respond to homeless individuals walking through traffic [see Figure 1 in Appendix]. In another CTHE discussion thread from January 2018, members suggest several violent tactics for removing homeless persons from around a local restaurant: baseball bats, fire hoses, pigeon spike strips, Clorox, stink bombs, poison oak, and even “sugar solution spray” (“Every insect and ant will overwhelm them, as they have overwhelmed our community”) [see Figure 2 in Appendix]. Instead of developing constructive solutions for responding to the homeless presence in Los Angeles, cruel anti-homeless acts have been considered and threatened.

- Members have spread private and possibly defamatory information about homeless persons: In an effort to make members aware of potential community nuisances and threats to security, members provide information on homeless persons that is private and, often, that casts homeless persons in a negative light. Such information includes names and information regarding homeless individuals’ identity, criminal records, mental health status or treatment history, and history of drug or alcohol dependency. For example, Sean Dinse, an LAPD Senior Lead Officer for the Topanga Community Police Station, has repeatedly used his capacity as local law enforcement to access and publicize sensitive
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7 https://www.facebook.com/groups/WHWHCS/
8 https://topangaareapolicefoundation.wordpress.com/about/board/
information on homeless individuals [see Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 6 in Appendix]. In one particular case, in response to a member complaining about a homeless individual littering [see Figure 12 in Appendix], Officer Dinse shared a screenshot of a law enforcement database entry displaying the homeless individual’s personal information [see Figure 7 in Appendix]. Such invasions of privacy and use of personal information to target and potentially defame homeless people may violate existing laws. They also increase homeless persons’ general vulnerability to targeted abuse, and they help to fortify anti-homeless sentiments.

● Members have captured and shared photographs and videos of homeless persons and their property without consent: Several posts in CTHE and CWHWH feature photographs and videos of homeless persons and their property. Oftentimes, such posts are accompanied with text that associate the homeless individuals with unfavorable characteristics (e.g. laziness, uncleanliness, criminality), inciting anti-homeless sentiments [see Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 10, and Figure 11 in Appendix]. While the photographs and videos are disseminated with the intent to alert members to suspicious activity and criminal acts, the content, instead, invites the violation of homeless persons. For example, in a August 2017 CWHWH post, a member accuses a homeless individual of littering and shares a series of photographs of the individual’s belongings, including his car [see Figure 12 in Appendix]. The member prompts others in CWHWH to “[n]otice Mr. Perelman’s license plate.” The sharing of the photographs with identifying information intrudes upon the homeless individual’s privacy and potentially makes the homeless person vulnerable to targeted abuse.

In another case, an Admin for the CWHWH group posted a photograph of a homeless individual’s car and encouraged members to help them locate the car seemingly for displacement [see Figure 13 in Appendix]. Again, such content potentially leaves homeless individuals open to targeted harm (in this case, the potential destruction or displacement of personal property with help from Sean Dinse, the aforementioned LAPD Senior Lead Officer for the Topanga Community Police Station [see Figure 13 in Appendix]). Also, the galvanizing effect of the post speaks to the organized, collective nature of CTHE and CWHWH.

● Members have generally participated in anti-homeless rhetoric and behavior: The members of CTHE and CWHWH regularly engage in digital behavior that degrades the homeless population in Los Angeles. Members have referred to homeless people as “[l]ow life scum” [see Figure 2 in Appendix], “lemmings” [see Figure 14 in Appendix], and other derogatory names. Members have used images of homeless individuals to create and share distasteful memes, including a “Happy Birthday” image addressed to
Sean Dinse, the aforementioned LAPD Senior Lead Officer for the Topanga Community Police Station [see Figure 15 and Figure 16 in Appendix]. In addition, members have used the forums to conspire to destroy the property of homeless persons. In one discussion thread, one member asks another to “group up” and target an identified homeless person by throwing “his [exp] letive in the dumpster” [see Figure 17 in Appendix]. When members questioned the legality of performing such actions, such consideration of legal ramifications were rendered inconsequential (“I welcome LAPD to prosecute me”).

The community safety concerns supposedly motivating such anti-homeless rhetoric and behavior are further called into question when considering other content posted in CTHE and CWHWH that is violent for the sake of being violent. In one discussion thread, a member asks, “Is there anything that we can do to make these vagrants scared of us instead of the other way around?” [see Figure 18 in Appendix] In response, another member comments, “Ha this page went from observe and report to cattle prods and firecrackering them in some kind of bum war, Now things are getting interesting lol.” More comments suggesting other ways to incite fear in homeless individuals (e.g. using stun guns) are also found in the thread. In a separate discussion thread, in response to a post concerned about the presence of a homeless individual in an outdoor public space, a member suggests an especially violent solution: “Lynch him!” [see Figure 19 in Appendix] Such anti-homeless sentiments and discussions are not only generally ethically questionable, but are also in violation of the groups’ own delineated guidelines: the description for CWHWH notes that there is no tolerance for “any Mean-Negative or Inappropriate comments or posts,” “Shaming,” or “Rude or Negative Behavior.”

Beyond Facebook, the activities of the online forums have spread and been mimicked in other media, including radio: an Admin for the CWHWH group recently shared a link to a local radio station’s web page that encourages local citizens to submit and share photographs as evidence of a “vagrant invasion” in “Los Angeles and Orange Counties.”

Under California’s criminal law, there are statutes that may define the above activity as cyberharassment and cyberstalking, consequently prohibiting such activity. While digital
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9 https://www.facebook.com/groups/WHWHCS/
10 https://kfiam640.iheart.com/content/2018-05-14-how-has-the-homeless-problem-affected-your-neighborhood-send-us-photos/
11 Section 653.2 of California Penal Code 653.2 prohibits the use of an electronic device to distribute identifying information of a person to incite others to harm or harass that person. Section 653m of California Penal Code 653.2 proscribes a person from making repeated phone calls or electronic communications with the intent to annoy or harass another person. Also, Section 422 of California Penal Code 422 criminalizes threats to kill or physically harm someone over electronic communication. Content found in CTHE and CWHWH may also constitute defamation, libel, and the intentional infliction of emotional distress.
anti-homeless actions are not physical, such actions still engender a sense of fear in homeless persons and contribute to a social climate that justifies conflict and, specifically, the victimization of those navigating homelessness.

2. Participation of Local Law Enforcement in the Potential Cyberharassment and Cyberstalking of Homeless Persons

In instances where an individual is being subjected to harm, local government actors, especially local law enforcement, should be readily available to provide relief. For homeless persons victimized by the anti-homeless activity of CTHE and CWHWH, local law enforcement has historically not been a reliable source of assistance. In fact, it appears that local law enforcement has failed to provide relief for homeless individuals victimized by anti-homeless vigilantism because it has supported and contributed to anti-homeless vigilante causes.

Both CTHE and CWHWH were founded by Fern Peskin-White, a former member of the West Hills Neighborhood Council’s Homelessness Committee, a board member of the Topanga Area Police Foundation, a volunteer with the Topanga Community Police Station, and an Admin for CTHE and CWHWH. Peskin-White has repeatedly maintained that CTHE and CWHWH operate in collaboration with the Topanga Community Police Station in Los Angeles. In their biography listed on the website for the Topanga Area Police Foundation, Peskin-White notes that they created a “Facebook Group for our community called ‘Crimebusters’” that runs “with the help of 7 Senior Lead Officers from the Lapd Topanga Division.”

On CTHE and CWHWH, Peskin-White has continued to claim that local law enforcement is in support of and encourages the activity of the groups. In one discussion thread, for instance, Peskin-White insists that posted content is “legal” because “police run this page” [see Figure 20 in Appendix]. In another discussion thread, Peskin-White responds to critics of the officers of the Topanga Community Police Station by stating, “we’ve All been so very lucky to have them here as our Admins since the day I created this group” [see Figure 21 in Appendix].

Some individuals involved with the maintenance of content within CTHE and CWHWH are individuals employed by the Topanga Community Police Station:

- **Sean Dinse** is an LAPD Senior Lead Officer for the Topanga Community Police Station. As noted under “Potential Cyberharassment and Cyberstalking of Homeless Persons,” Dinse has repeatedly used his position as local law enforcement to locate and share private and potentially defamatory information on homeless individuals. Of note, Dinse
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has established a pattern of offering sensitive information to the groups’ members upon request, demonstrating his active involvement in the anti-homeless vigilante acts of CTHE and CWHWH [see Figure 5 in Appendix]. Dinse has operated as an Admin for CWHWH in the past.

- **Brent Rygh** is an LAPD Senior Lead Officer for the Topanga Community Police Station. Similar to Dinse, Rygh has participated in posting content within the groups. In one particular CWHWH August 2016 post, Rygh shares a post where they caution members not to offer money to homeless people, for “[i]t’s nearly impossible to tell what kind of person you are giving your money to and what they are using it for” [see Figure 22 in Appendix]. Such content contributes to a societal narrative that homeless people can be deceitful and, generally, dangerous. Additionally, Rygh has confirmed that CTHE and CWHWH are products of the united efforts of local law enforcement and Peskin-White. In an August 2016 CWHWH post, Rygh writes, “Fern Peskin-White began this group in close collaboration with local Senior Lead Officers and worked with us to develop rules and practices would be employed before launching” [see Figure 23 in Appendix]. Rygh has operated as an Admin for CWHWH in the past.

Notably, other local law enforcement actors are members of CTHE and CWHWH, including Topanga Senior Lead Officer Duc “Duke” Dao, Topanga Senior Lead Officer Sean Brown, LAPD Deputy Chief John Sherman, and LAPD Watch Commander Amira Smith [see Figure 24 in Appendix].

Local law enforcement’s participation in sustaining CTHE and CWHWH is disheartening because its participation lends legitimacy and authority to the egregiously anti-homeless rhetoric and actions found on the online forums. Additionally, local law enforcement should be the first line of defense for homeless individuals seeking reprieve from victimization. With local law enforcement’s involvement in spaces that facilitate anti-homeless vigilantism, homeless individuals are unable to recognize local law enforcement as a dependable arbiter of relief.

3. Harassment, Intimidation, and Violence Against Homeless Persons by Crimebusters Transient Homeless Encampments and Crimebusters of West Hills and Woodland Hills Members

Photographic and videographic content is circulated within CTHE and CWHWH. Such content indicates that members have had in-person interactions with homeless individuals involving anti-homeless harassment, intimidation, and violence:
Members have verbally abused homeless persons: In several videos featuring in-person interactions between homeless individuals and CTHE and CWHWH members, the members have engaged in the verbal abuse of the homeless individuals, performing name-calling, yelling, and threat-making, among other actions. In one notable CTHE video, a member confronts a homeless individual residing on a sidewalk during the evening. After inquiring about the status of the homeless individual (via asking, among other questions, whether or not the individual is [0:29] “high”), the member, around 0:40, questions why the homeless individual has not displaced themselves:

Member: So when are you gonna clear all this [expletive] up and get out of here?  
Homeless Individual: I’m not cleaning nothing.  
Member: You’re not? But everybody wants you gone.

Following the member invoking those anti-homeless sentiments, the homeless individual throws an unidentifiable object onto the sidewalk, inciting the member to aggressively and repeatedly order the removal of the item ([1:17] “Pick that [expletive] up!”). After the homeless individual refuses to pick up the item, the member because increasingly belligerent, resulting in yelling, more use of expletives, prejudicial name-calling ([1:44] “You don’t do [expletive]. You [expletive] lay on here on the sidewalk. You don’t do a goddamn thing”), and threat-making ([1:32] “Dude, you’re gonna have a problem on your hands”; [1:59] “I’ll turn this [expletive] camera off and make sure you pick it up”; [2:29] “Man, you got something coming, boy”). Such verbal abuse indicates that anti-homeless rhetoric is being invoked both online and in real time.

The video described above is available here:  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gG9GIB_lWasLfELewIM_GVMheJL4iOMu/view?usp=sharing. Anti-homeless verbal abuse has been evidenced in other cases involving seniors (https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FEMUYgEjgCgArj3rOyDa0N1bBO5ltBil/view?usp=sharing) and parents with small children (https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D0t7B1kEKOI90g_NmFAVcIsTnbOX_G2J/view?usp=sharing), regardless of actual or perceived homeless status.

Members have repeatedly confronted and captured photographs and videos of targeted homeless individuals without consent: In addition to documenting one-off interactions with homeless individuals, members have also documented repeated interactions with specific homeless persons. For example, a homeless person given the nickname “Erwin” has been the subject of several photographs and videos posted to CTHE and CWHWH [see Figure 25 in Appendix]. “Erwin,” in fact, is the homeless individual being verbally abused in the CTHE video discussed above. Such consistent
interactions with specific homeless individuals that involve the aggressive capturing of photographs and videos of the individuals without consent potentially constitute stalking.

Interactions with homeless individuals captured on video and in photographs indicate that anti-homeless sentiment and behaviors cultivated in the online communities of CTHE and CWHWH are escalating offline; in other words, these online exchanges have material consequences. This escalation must be curtailed to avoid serious physical and other harms to an already vulnerable population, which is disproportionately comprised of members of marginalized groups like people of color and persons with disabilities.

4. Failure of Government Actors to Address Abuse of Homeless Persons

Local governmental actors in the City of Los Angeles have been made aware of the activity of CTHE and CWHWH. Yet, local government actors have not taken steps to effectively address acts of anti-homeless vigilantism, even with evidence that such vigilantism may be supported and sustained by local law enforcement. In fact, in several exemplary instances, local government actors have responded to citizen complaints and reports of anti-homeless vigilantism with inaction or ineffectual solutions:

- **November 2017:** An email was sent to an officer of the Topanga Community Police Station regarding the anti-homeless content circulated within CTHE and CWHWH. The only action taken by the Topanga Community Police Station was the removal of a few antagonistic posts.

- **November 2017:** An email was sent to an officer of the Topanga Community Police Station regarding members of CTHE and CWHWH displacing donation bins thought to attract the presence of homeless individuals. No response to the email has been provided.

- **November 2017:** An email was sent to an officer of the Topanga Community Police Station regarding the abusive actions of CTHE and CWHWH members. Specifically, the email detailed CTHE and CWHWH members aggressively encouraging local businesses to displace nearby homeless persons. Instead of offering constructive solutions in response, the addressed officer only requested that the author of the email identify themselves, and not remain anonymous, in order to have an “adult” exchange.

- **December 2017:** An email was sent to the Los Angeles Police Department’s Special Operations Division regarding the shaming, bullying, and potential stalking of homeless individuals facilitated by CTHE and CWHWH. No response to the email has been provided.
• **January 2018:** A email was sent to the Los Angeles Police Department’s Special Operations Division regarding the potential cyberharassment and cyberstalking taking place within CTHE and CWHWH. No response to the email has been provided.

• **January 2018:** An email was sent to the Los Angeles Police Department’s Internal Affairs Group regarding the potential cyberharassment and cyberstalking taking place within CTHE and CWHWH. In response, an investigation into the information the email provides was initiated. As of June 26, 2018, no follow-up has been provided on the status of the investigation.

• **February 2018:** An email was sent to an officer of the Topanga Community Police Station regarding the potential cyberharassment and cyberstalking taking place within CTHE and CWHWH. No response to the email has been provided.

• On separate occasions, calls were made to the Topanga Community Police Station and the LAPD to report the anti-homeless vigilante activity of CTHE and CWHWH. During a majority of the calls, help was offered but never actualized.

Following several exhibits of anti-homeless harassment, intimidation, and violence, both physical and digital, individuals facing homelessness have not been able to rely on local government actors to refrain from or protect them from ongoing harm. Local government actors’ lacking or ineffective action against anti-homeless vigilantism both allows the continuation of anti-homeless vigilant acts and, more generally, establishes the idea that anti-homeless rhetoric and behavior are not egregious enough to warrant redress.

While California’s hate crime legislation does not consider homelessness a protected status, homeless people often are members of protected classes that have historically been targeted for similar forms of harassment, intimidation, and violence. In the City of Los Angeles, such harassment, intimidation, and violence appear to happen in the form of anti-homeless vigilantism, necessitating that homeless individuals of the city—citizens of the city—be provided pathways to relief.

Anti-homeless vigilantism, without consequences from local government actors, not only brings harm to those navigating homelessness, but also harms communities by deteriorating the relationship between the unhoused and their housed neighbors; escalating conflict. In fact, the February 26, 2018 minutes of a West Hills Neighborhood’s Joint
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13 Several homeless individuals who have been violated by CTHE and CWHWH to some capacity have identities (e.g. are disabled) that are in fact protected identities, making the documented abuses intersectional abuses.
Homelessness Committee board meeting notes that committee co-chair Thomas Booth expressed “concern about recent trends on social media” and asked committee members to “step back and make an effort to bring both sides together to find solutions for homelessness without inflaming community members.” Additionally, in a March 15, 2018 article from local publication Valley Vantage, “Word on the Street: Homeless Foes Have Gone Too Far,” local writer Kathleen Sterling admonishes those who: “hide behind their computer screens hurling vitriol out on social media,” when responding to homelessness in Los Angeles.

Furthermore, anti-homeless vigilantism harms the Los Angeles community by staining the city’s reputation among civil and human rights advocates, and undermining the city’s stated effort to secure justice and protection for marginalized and oppressed people.

We ask for an investigation into vigilantism as described above in Los Angeles, and also into the growing trend of anti-homeless vigilantism throughout California. We are happy to provide you with additional information upon request, and we would welcome a meeting to discuss these issues further. We look forward to hearing from you.

Yours truly,

Paul Boden, Executive Director, Western Regional Advocacy Project
Tristia Bauman, Senior Attorney, National Law Center on Homelessness and Poverty
Steve Diaz, Deputy Director, Organizing, Los Angeles Community Action Network
Megan Hustings, Interim Director, National Coalition for the Homeless
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Fern Peskin-White
Crimebusters Transient Homeless Encampments
Admin · March 6 at 9:48 AM

Christopher M. Lamendola
Can we just put battering rams on the fronts of our trucks?

1w Like Reply

Angela Dawson

1w Like Reply

Christopher M. Lamendola
I need it

1w Like Reply

FIGURE 2
The Mission Burrito on Platt & Victory have three homeless on the grass area behind the restaurant. I have seen them numerous times in the past 3 weeks. I spoke to the employees several times in the restaurant, and they say they have tried numerous times to get them to leave. They said one guy aggressively yelled at them and said “go back to their country”. The employee informed he doesn’t feel comfortable dealing with that person.
Adrienne McNulty
Who the hell do they think they are? I think if I were the employee I approach them with a bat. So sick of them ruining our neck of the woods. Our assinine mayor has let them think they are in charge and we let them.

Kristen Gulbrand
If I only had a fire hose ;)

Adrienne McNulty
Kristen Gulbrand That's a great idea!

Kristen Gulbrand
Low life scum, they need a bath
Kevin M. Gerrity
They are trespassing. Mission Burrito should have them arrested.

Vita Adams White
glass? it gets watered right? sprinklers?

Renee Arends
The employees have turned on the sprinklers on them. They said they don’t leave “free bath”.

Vita Adams White
Renee Arends lol seriously? ok, than pigeon spike strips...

LaVerta Whitlock Scott
Clorox
Renee's Post
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6w   Like   Reply

Vita Adams White
Renee Arends lol seriously? ok, than pigeon spike strips...

6w   Like   Reply

LaVerta Whitlock Scott
Clorox

6w   Like   Reply

LaVerta Whitlock Scott
Stink bombs

6w   Like   Reply

Karen Fountain
Just plenty of sugar solution spray. Every insect and ant will overwhelm them, as they have overwhelmed our community.

6w   Like   Reply
Karen Fountain
Just plenty of sugar solution spray. Every insect and ant will overwhelm them, as they have overwhelmed our community.

Vita Adams White
Karen Fountain I love your idea

LaVerta Whitlock Scott
Great idea

Karen Fountain
Vita Adams White They won’t stick around, when you make it stickytown.
Bruce Goodman
Plant poison oak

Sharren Feltman Greenblatt
They need to remove the grass. Then plant cactus, and put in large stones.

N Ellen Mullally
They're not only on the grass. My kids and I pick up tacos from that spot every Tues evening. For the past month or so this small pack of transients (3 or 4 people) are always there, and the last couple times I've seen them, they've been sitting right on the side of the parking lot, on the pavement. It's really creepy to have them hanging out there in the dark when we get out of
Spoke with the HOPE Officers and they'll be addressing this encampment in the near future. The U-Haul business at Penfield Avenue and Ventura Blvd. conducted a clean-up of the area which forced the encampment east next to the large donation containers. I cited one of the occupants of the encampment Theresa M. for being in possession of at least 6 shopping carts, one of many citations I've given her in the past. She refused assistance. There are two encampments at the location and Rex S. is staying inside the orange tent within other encampment. I worked with Rex.S for the past year and a half to get him into housing and he finally got a place. Within a month of living at his housing he was evicted probably due to drug addiction/mental illness. This proves the point that until you get a person stabilized from their addictions or mental illness, a person will never survive living in housing if they can't make rational decisions. A person fighting addiction or mental illness will only bring their homelessness into their home. The never ending cycle of chronic
Keri's Post

in the near future. The U-Haul business at Penfield Avenue and Ventura Blvd. conducted a clean-up of the area which forced the encampment east next to the large donation containers. I cited one of the occupants of the encampment Theresa M. for being in possession of at least 6 shopping carts, one of many citations I've given her in the past. She refused assistance. There are two encampments at the location and Rex S. is staying inside the orange tent within other encampment. I worked with Rex S. for the past year and a half to get him into housing and he finally got a place. Within a month of living at his housing he was evicted probably due to drug addiction/mental illness. This proves the point that until you get a person stabilized from their addictions or mental illness, a person will never survive living in housing if they can't make rational decisions. A person fighting addiction or mental illness will only bring their homelessness into their home. The never ending cycle of chronic homelessness or actually transientness.
Sean Dinse
Jeff is severely mentally ill as are many of the homeless on the streets. We could probably offer him all the resources in the world, including housing and he’ll never accept it.

Documenting his behaviors is important to bring light to the issue that we’re not dealing with any everyday person who doesn’t have a home but continuously documenting someone’s irrational/unreasonable behavior will not make the issue go away.

Mental Illness and drug addiction are driving our so-called “homeless” problems in our communities and now that we’ve figured that out with Jeff, we have to figure out how the system should be working with him instead of against him to get Jeff
Many of the homeless on the streets. We could probably offer him all the resources in the world, including housing and he'll never accept it.

Documenting his behaviors is important to bring light to the issue that we're not dealing with any everyday person who doesn't have a home but continuously documenting someone's irrational/unreasonable behavior will not make the issue go away.

Mental Illness and drug addiction are driving our so-called "homeless" problems in our communities and now that we've figured that out with Jeff, we have to figure out how the system should be working with him instead of against him to get Jeff off Erwin Street and Glade Avenue.
FIGURE 5

Lori's Post

Paul Weitz
That isn't Keven Latham is it?
Sean Dinse Slo Brent Rygh?
22h  Like  Reply

Sean Dinse
His name is Michael Braun or also
goes by Max Khoury AKA "Thor".
He's a Heroin addict.
21h  Like  Reply

Courtney Gilmore
Thank you Sean Dinse
21h  Like  Reply

Johnnie J. Young
So who can we get to defeat
Thor? Loki?
21h  Like  Reply

Jhon Ryan
Johnnie J. Young Beta Ray
Bill.
40h  Like  Reply

Write a comment...
Sean Dinse

I contacted and arrested the transient depicted in this picture today. He was arrested for trespassing on the 6 acre property across the street from Louisville High School. When we contacted him he was sleeping in one of the abandoned buildings on the property after already being warned by the owner for trespassing.

His name is Mark MacDonald and he’s a 38 years old veteran, having served 6 years in the Marine Corp. He’s originally from Oregon and moved to Camp Pendleton in Oceanside for basic training. We looked up his DMV photo and observed a young man who was in the midst of serving our country.

Fast forward 19 years later, and this young soldier was now a
Fast forward 19 years later, and this young soldier was now a broken man suffering from the demons of his own mental illness.

He was cooperative the entire time but you could tell he was suffering from untreated mental illness and didn’t want help for his situation. He actually claimed that Brad Pitt gave him the property he was living on and that he had the right to be there. Unfortunately, this wasn’t the case and he was then transported to Topanga Station pending further investigation and possibly some assistance for his mental illness.

I made numerous attempts to call mental health assistance for Mark, including LAPD Mental Evaluation Unit, Veteran Assistance (VA) and Department of Mental Health but none of these resources could...
I made numerous attempts to call mental health assistance for Mark, including LAPD Mental Evaluation Unit, Veteran Assistance (VA) and Department of Mental Health but none of these resources could immediately help Mark unless he met the 5150 WIC criteria of being a danger to self, danger to others or being gravely disabled.

Unfortunately, mental health resources were not immediately available and Mark was released from the station with a misdemeanor citation for trespass. Mark walked out from the station with a criminal charge, but what will help force or solve the underlying issues that caused the criminal allegation in the first place. Mark will continue his journey wandering our streets with untreated mental illness until the next community complaint or radio call is generated because of...
none of these resources could immediately help Mark unless he met the 5150 WIC criteria of being a danger to self, danger to others or being gravely disabled.

Unfortunately, mental health resources were not immediately available and Mark was released from the station with a misdemeanor citation for trespass. Mark walked out from the station with a criminal charge, but what will help force or solve the underlying issues that caused the criminal allegation in the first place. Mark will continue his journey wandering our streets with untreated mental illness until the next community complaint or radio call is generated because of Mark’s irrational/unreasonable behavior caused by the demons playing out in his head.
Sean Dinse
Kevin Perelman has a court date on September 9, 2017 for this issue. The Neighborhood Prosecutor will ask that Kevin Perelman to stop littering his business cards as a condition of probation. If he violates the conditions of his probation, I'll arrest him and ask that he be sent to mental health court in Department 95. When we brought him to court the last time, he stopped littering his cards and once his probation was over he started all over again. I'm hopeful that his court case will mitigate this issue until he gets some treatment for his mental illness. As Brent stated, this is the only real tool I have to fight Kevin Perelman's mental illness and force him to get help.
Sean Dinse
Officer Rygh and I arrested Kevin Perelman for his warrant and an additional charge of littering his cards. Kevin had an additional 265 cards in his pocket when we contacted him. I'm pretty sure those would have ended up on the street if we didn't arrest him. Kevin Perelman is mentally ill so hopefully this case will help get him to stop littering his cards and some help for his extreme paranoia.
Sean Dinse
Kevin Perelman is out of custody and back in court on October 16, 2017. I made sure he understood when he was arrested that he had to stop littering his cards. Hopefully he takes heed to the warning!

Susan Epstein Fishman
Sean Dinse I think his car is parked, covered on Marylee. Waiting to see if it gets moved tomorrow for street cleaning or if it
Booking No.: 5166440  Last Name: PERELMAN  First Name: KEVIN  Middle Name: MICHAEL
Sex: M  Race: W  Date Of Birth: 02/18/1972  Age: 45  Hair: BRO  Eyes: GRN  Height: 5'9"  Weight: 185
Charge Level: M  (Misdemeanor)

**ARREST**
- Arrest Date: 09/22/2017  Arrest Time: 15:25  Arrest Agency: 455  Agency Description: LAPD-TOPANGA
- Date Booked: 09/22/2017  Time Booked: 19:59  Booking Location: 4279  Location Description: LAPD - VALLEY JAIL (PVD/NE/IV)

**RAIL**
- Total Bail Amount: 35,100.00  Total Hold Bail Amount: 0.00  Grand Total: 35,100.00

**HOUSING LOCATION**
- Permanent Housing Assigned Date: 09/22/2017  Assigned Time: 19:29  Visitor Status: N
- Facility:
- Address: City

**PUBLIC VISITING GUIDELINES**
For County facility visiting hours, please call (213) 473-6000 at inmate information center.

**COURT**
- Next Court Code: M101  Next Court Date: 10/16/2017  Next Court Time: 00:00  Next Court Case: 00000000
- Court Name: VAN NuYS MUN CT DIV 191
- Court Address: 14480 ERMONT STREET WALS  Court City: VAN NuYS/UP

**RELEASE**
- Actual Release Date: 09/22/2017  Release Time: 04:02

**CASE INFORMATION**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Court Name</th>
<th>Court Address</th>
<th>Court City</th>
<th>Bail Amt.</th>
<th>Fine Amt.</th>
<th>Court Date</th>
<th>Sent. Date</th>
<th>Sent. Day(s)</th>
<th>Disp Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5166440</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>19/16/2017</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5166440</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35,000.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Click on specific Case No. for detailed information.
FIGURE 8

Fern Peskin-White ▶ Crimebusters
Transient Homeless Encampments
Yesterday at 2:53 PM • 🌐

Not a care in the world

#ErwinOnErwin

😢😢😢 27   64 Comments
Fern Peskin-White
They work the system
Many of them have EBT cards/
Food stamps
Vouchers, trust me they eat
I see them everywhere buying
food

Fern Peskin-White
There are food banks
Local Church’s &
Local places that give full meals
It’s out there
This is their choice
Fern Peskin-White
Oh tony & Kevin

Just left #3 Amigo at McDonalds

Victoria Wall-Griffin
Then get a McJob!

Melinda Garber
Victoria Wall-Griffin
Exactly my thought

Write a comment...
FIGURE 11

Fern Peskin-White
Crimebusters
Transient Homeless
Encampments

Their Back 😞
Say hello to Mark

Won’t you be my neighbor?

Shoup/Ventura 3/10/18
24 hours after clean up
So pisses me off to see this trash all over. With NO street services any more it's the last thing we need 😞 Notice Mr. Perelman's license plate....he truly needs help.
FIGURE 13

Fern Peskin-White
Crimebusters of West
Hills and Woodland
Hills
Admin · A...3:00 PM ·

If anyone sees this car anywhere
Please let me know ASAP

Anne Dewberry
Peter Burkhart
Melinda Garber
Sayeh Roberts
Summer Walters
Cher Bentley

[Image of a car with a bicycle attached and people standing nearby]
Fern Peskin-White
I gave Sean Dinse the license plate # to this beauty
He’ll explain the process it’s not easy for the police

Robyn Moore
Sadly it should not be that hard but they have complicated everything these days SMH

Sean Dinse
I conducted a work-up of the vehicle and it does have expired registration over 6 months. We can impound it if we see it moving on city streets but
I conducted a work-up of the vehicle and it does have expired registration over 6 months. We can impound it if we see it moving on city streets but it’s not that easy.

Any patrol officer that stops this vehicle will first of all have to deal with the driver possibly having a warrant for possession of Methamphetamines and two additional occupants, with no doubt, have misdemeanor warrants or drugs. Once we take the occupants out of the picture, now we have to address the personal property on and in the car.
property on and in the car. LAPD contracted tow yards will not tow this car with the stuff on top, so now what do they do? We have to make an appointment with the HOPE/Sanitation to respond and sift through the items and figure out what’s hazardous and/or what’s considered personal property. Sanitation will bag (2) 30 gallon bags of personal property and allow the person to keep a bike or bikes. The items are then stored and/or sent with the arresting officers to be booked as excess property. If Sanitation isn’t available to respond and now the officers are responsible for it. officers
available to respond and now the officers are responsible for it, officers will load as much as possible into the car and have to itemize/book the rest of it. This process could 3-4 hours. In the meantime, suspect is arrested/booked and if we're lucky he/she won't be out before we finish the reports.

I have to make a project out of watching this car to stop it once it moves, arrange HOPE/Sanitation and plan on spending the next 8-10 hours of my shift dealing with this mess. So when someone tells us we should just impound it.
I have to make a project out of watching this car to stop it once it moves, arrange HOPE/Sanitation and plan on spending the next 8-10 hours of my shift dealing with this mess. So when someone tells us we should just impound it, unfortunately it’s not that easy, especially motorhomes since it takes a couple days to weeks to arrange for a heavy duty tow to take it.

#RollingTransientEncampment

Staci Terrace Goldfarb
FIGURE 14

Eileen Blazi
The people are going to be even more confused.
2 hours ago · Like · 1 · Reply · More

Eileen Blazi
He is the best for sure, but it's going to create doubt in the general public minds that now if the homeless are a target, his statement proves us wrong.
2 hours ago · Like · 1 · Reply · More

Fern Peskin-White
Eileen Blazi Not going to stop me from yelling at Gypsies and others
2 hours ago · Like · 1 · Reply · More

Eileen Blazi
These people are lemmings and have to have a direction made for them
Oh Sean Dinse
Your FanClub, Favorite Local transients 😘
Daniela • Tonya • Miriam
sends their luv to you
And would love to wish you a Happy Birthday 😊

I can hear you saying
Oh that Fern is such a knucklehead!

Happy Birthday
Officer Dinse
Luv
Your Fav 3 Girls❤️
Happy Birthday
Officer Dinse
Luv
Your Fav 3
Girls❤️
sideways every time

Thank you everyone for contributing here

#TBOT
#TakeBackOurTown
FIGURE 17

Gary's Post

Rob Kafka
Hey Gary Fisher, let's group up and go throw his shit in the dumpster. Several dumpsters, so he has to travel far and wide to recover his assets.

2h | Like | Reply

Gary Fisher
I've been asking people for help, I get crickets 🐜

2h | Like | Reply

Danny Andersen
Now that's funny! I'm all in.

2h | Like | Reply

Rob Kafka
I'm on Calvert

2h | Like | Reply

Melanie Rhoads
I don't believe you legally have the right to touch his property.

2h | Like | Reply

Gary Fisher

Write a comment...
Gary's Post

Melanie Rhoads
I don't believe you legally have the right to touch his property.
2h Like Reply 2

Gary Fisher
Melanie Rhoads I welcome LAPD to prosecute me
2h Like Reply 5

Rob Kafka
I have dogs... they'll piss on it, then it'll be my responsibility to clean up after my dog
2h Like Reply 2

Rob Kafka
Why are you here if you're just defending them Melanie?
2h Like Reply 1

Heather Fritz
Gary Fisher
My husband will help PM me and he will meet you any time. We also have a friend who is 6ft 7 willing to help

Write a comment...
Is there anything that we can do to make these vagrants scared of us instead of the other way around?
Mea Rachael
I carry a Vipertek stun gun and am not afraid to use it.

2h Like Reply

Karen Fountain
I have the same one and have shown a photo of it many times on this site. It is only $23 on Amazon. If you really needed it, it would get someone off of you, and if you want to deter someone, there is nothing like that big visible spark and that loud crackle to send them walking the other way.

59m Like Reply
Sunny Lewis
Ha this page went from observe and report to cattle prods and firecrackering them in some kind of bum war, Now things are getting interesting lol

1h  Like  Reply

Alina Malkin Benjamin
When some vagrant stabs a father holding his five-year-old daughter, in the neck, things just got real. Sorry if you don't feel the same way

55m  Like  Reply

Sunny Lewis
And what do you feel is the solution to this issue

49m  Like  Reply
Alina Malkin Benjamin
No fear is the word I wanted to use. I want them to fear us. I want them to be deathly afraid to come near us. I want them to stay far far away from us. I want the thought of them attacking us to be the furthest thing from their mind. Fear. That's the word I want
This transient has been on Winnetka under the 101 Fwy for 2 weeks on the NE edge of the tunnel. He hides under the tarp and yells and screams when you are near his crap. The Taft kids have to walk past him everyday. Yesterday they had to walk in the street to get on the bus, in order to avoid him. There are bugs crawling all over his garbage. He is unstable addict who needs to be removed from students.

PLEASE HELP & REPORT TO 311. We keep getting messages back that it is closed. Bob Blumenfield Office has been notified and refuses to protect the Taft kids.
This transient has been on Winnetka under the 101 Fwy for 2 weeks on the NE edge of the tunnel. He hides under the tarp and yells and screams when you are near his crap. The Taft kids have to walk past him everyday. Yesterday they had to walk in the street to get on the bus, in order to avoid him...
Shelly Megdal Schwartz
Crimebusters Transient
Homeless Encampments
Yesterday at 2:32 PM

Write a reply...

Kathleen Sacco
If he is yelling and screaming at kids walking by then they need to call the police, threatening kids so that they have to walk in the street to avoid being threatened, harassed or possible hurt by an unstable transient is just unacceptable, while I would still report to 311, his behavior required more than what 311 handles

10h  Like  Reply

Brian Wilson
Lynch him! 😞

2h  Like  Reply
Bobby B. Bentley
I think due to Privacy Rights Violation Laws and Defamation, Slander and Liable Causes of action and also since everyone is considered to be innocent until proven guilty in a court of law; you should not post another person's pictures on Facebook
Like · 3 · Reply · More · 2 hours ago

Eddie Cohen
Too much logic for some
Like · 1 · Reply · More · 1 hour ago

Fern Peskin-White
Bobby it's legal police run this page
Like · 1 · Reply · More · 52 minutes ago
Fern's Post

we are so very lucky to have the SLO's that we do... anyone who could filter a complaint against the men and women who serve our community needs a serious attitude adjustment, and more IMO. I/we are thankful for ALL of our officers.

Fern Peskin-White

Yea Exactly Deborah Vavra right we've All been so very lucky to have them here as our Admins since the day I created this group- then to Moderators & now now to see off. If you think about it for a SLO to post this, you have to know how fed up he/they/we all are of these people & their sick games. Truth will come out and names will too

Until then, we all stick together and keep doing the right thing cuz none of us have motives other than helping our community. This crime group is made of good honest people who truly care
Quote for the day - "Don't you have anything better to do than harass the homeless? F*** the LAPD."

In the mind of a passerby, the police must be harassing a homeless person if they are talking to them. SLO Sean Dinse and I met with 2 homeless persons under the bridge of Winnetka/101. SLO Dinse had previously spoken with them about getting help and how to get them off the streets. Today we had members of the HOPE team meet us there for resources. They set up a bus ticket to Kansas for the male to meet his brother who is willing to help him get back on his feet. The female friend agreed to go into a local shelter. We expect them to be on their way to a safer and healthier environment within the next couple days (maybe as early as today). While we were helping them a passerby yells the above quote at us, because we are obviously harassing them. **Photo posted with their permission.

Across the street we talked with another man who was panhandling on the freeway offramp. He is a registered sex offender, convicted of sodomy of a 13 year old and wearing an ankle monitor.

It's nearly impossible to tell what kind of person you are giving your money to and what they are using it for. Please- give to organizations that really help. Otherwise you encourage people to come from all over the city.
If you are not yet aware, there are 2 groups out there for our community with the name "Crimestoppers" in it. **Fern Peskin-White** began this group in close collaboration with local Senior Lead Officers and worked with us to develop rules and practices would be employed before launching. As with most of us in life, not everyone gets along well together so a few folks created another group by the name "Crimestoppers of West Hills, Woodland Hills, & Chatsworth." Since some of those admins are also admins of the West Hills, California group, I have been forbidden by one of the admins from openly discussing this group in the West Hills, CA. If you have friends and family that you believe would benefit from our group, please feel free to add them. Conversely, if you are annoyed by my interaction here and would rather be part of a group with a different style and less police involvement, perhaps their group might suit your needs.
Heather Fritz
Thursday’s “Erwin” update. The corner was clean yesterday. Looks like he did some decorating.
APRIL 19 AT 6:48 PM NEAR LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

 стоим 20
45 Comments

Like
Comment
Milana Legeza

"Erwin" is back but this time he is on Calvert......

MARCH 29 🗓

😊😋😘 17

27 Comments

👍 Like

💬 Comment
On August 1, 2018 the LAPD complaint letter was released to several county and state actors. LAPD did receive the complaint and made a few insignificant changes. First, LAPD removed only a few LAPD officers from the Crime Busters Homeless Encampment Facebook group, leaving in the group several other LAPD officers including LAPD John Sherman, LAPD SLO’s, and many others on both Crime Busters groups. It was told to the community that Topanga officers would take a one time social media class at Topanga Division prior to being allowed to be able to post or comment to either of Fern’s Facebook groups. Despite that order officers continued to comment and interact on both pages. Later on September 19, 2018 Los Angeles Daily News covered the investigation and included “Pitcher said posts by the senior lead officers were not the focus of the reviews, and that the complaints they received did not call out language the officers used on the pages”. Topanga Officers then had a one time social media class and went back to posting and commenting on both groups”. Unfortunately it appears as if the censorship isn’t changing their actions in the community by taking complaints via social media and going out to verbally kick homeless people out of public areas. At this time both groups are acting as a public reporting platforms to report both homeless persons and crimes in the areas detouring residence from making proper police reporting through proper channels leaving reports undocumented and crime stats down. Fern White was temporary removed from the station but quickly reinstated to both CPAB and volunteer positions as well as acting as social media spokesperson relating to the community dates and times of LAPD events often tagged by LAPD officers as one with LAPD. Unfortunately Fern White is continuing to aggressively follow, stalk, harass, invasion of privacy as well as give out privileged information pertaining to homeless persons personal and medical information about people living on the streets. Due to their mental and physical disabilities they are not able to defend themselves and file reports oh their own or even know why their being targeted as many aren’t on social media. LAPD has requested that homeless persons make reports of harassment knowing that’s outside of their capabilities. Fern White follows them in her vehicle from location to location to give the group detailed information about their lives, and personal information. Fern White also makes several calls to local establishments to join her in not allowing them to be on their property or use their medical emergency services. For instance she relayed to the group that she complained to West Hills hospital that these homeless people are dirty and carry disease and they should not allow them on the property. Fern White is also following LAPD to cleanups to share in photographs LAPD trashing homeless persons belongings to her Facebook groups, thanking LAPD Officers. Most recently she’s allowed her group to verbally attack a local woman who feeds the homeless. The comment reads that this woman’s generous handouts are attracting the homeless and “she needs to stop”. Fern white appears to be LAPD’s mouthpiece during censorship allowing the vigilante, hate group mentality including her and LAPD officers.
Liz Hirsch member of the Los Angeles chapter of the Democratic Socialists of America, “This is a pattern I'm seeing. LAPD seems to be using community members to speak for them giving them privileged information about people living on the streets to relay to the public”

Very little has been done since the release of the complaint letter. They don’t appear to have changing their behavior but found loopholes to continue it. In fact it has provoked members to stalk an elderly panhandler to the point of aggression. Witnesses in the area saw the woman frantically crying and asking for help after the attack from two Crime Busters members. The attack aftermath was seen by 4 people and reported to LAPD but it’s believed that because it was associated with Crime Busters the case was ignored leaving the elderly woman vulnerable to more attacks in the future.

In early October 2019 LAPD assigned a headquarters social media officer to “monitor” Crime Busters groups but unfortunately the redirect remains the same. “Send then to the desert”, “take back our town”, ect.

This is very discouraging update. LAPD headquarters in on the page “monitoring”. Unfortunately Fern White, LAPD Volunteer, LAPD Board member, and online LAPD spokesperson is clearly aggressively following homeless persons suffering from mental illness and other disabilities. As seen in the photos below not only did she follow them on the bus but she also gave out their medical information as well as shamed them on her Facebook group. Fern sets the tone of this page involving LAPD members and its extremely troubling what people are “still” doing in our community. Other members video persons of illness suffering homelessness instigating vigilante street aggression toward anyone in the area looking for a safe place to sleep or sit. Fern has repeatedly lied to Chief Pitcher and others saying these photos are photoshopped. Chief Pitcher needs to have his group monitor search words in the group like Lynch him, or Clorox, stink bomb, ALL of those comments toward homeless persons are still inside that group and have not been erased.

At this time I feel that a new discussion needs to be started addressing a possible lawsuit or some sort of harassment charges toward citizens using their time to harass, stalk people of poverty.
Now in West Hills
Started out on Sherman way & Shoup, Took the bus and here they are sitting and hanging out at West Hills hospital entrance of the Er
Who knows where they'll end up

They stopped at random Doctor wal...  See More
Started out on Sherman way & Shoup, Took the bus and here they are sitting and hanging out at West Hills hospital entrance of the Er Who knows where they'll end up

They stopped at random Doctor walking through the parking lot to ask if he would wrote a Rx for an Inhaler
AT&T Lie

12:40 PM

47 61%

Fern's Post

r/) Like 0 Comment
Fern's Post

That isn't the hospital, it's the medical building across the street. I was at the hospital most of the day with my mother and didn't see any. However, when I left this evening there were two with backpacks up to no good in the dark parking lot heading towards Sherman Way.

12h Like

Fern Peskin-White 0
They were at the Er
Trust me I watched them

fill J.i!s.e

@ Write a comment...
Christina Schwindler-Barbato
• Crimebusters Transient
• Homeless Encampments
6 hrs · IE!

Fern Peskin-White

3h · Like · Reply 😧 2

Fern Peskin-White

...
Stephanie's Post

Fern Peskin-White 0
Right now at Starbucks 11:QQpm
And that's only one side -It's full both sides

Elizabeth Ferris Rose
Security?

Fern Peskin-White 0
Elizabeth Ferris Rose
Not this late
Thank you to the awesome security company at Fallbrook mall.
They are always on top of it.
A community member messaged me today that Tonya and Mr J was sleeping on the Lawn at Ralph's - Fallbrook.
I called security and in 5 minutes they were asking to leave private property.